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Vulcanus Pro 730 Chef Grill

Please note that this will take you to our partner site: Maison Flair, where you can purchase this and other items.

Vulcanus Pro730 Chef gets you grilling like the professionals and the fire pit grill makes a great garden centrepiece! The unique
square design is patented and offers a contemporary alternative to the standard BBQ grill. Now you can host a BBQ with a
difference!

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Vulcanus Pro730 Chef gets you grilling like the professionals and, the fire pit grill makes a great garden centrepiece! The unique
square design is patented and offers a contemporary alternative to the standard BBQ grill. Now you can host a BBQ with a
difference! 

Manufactured from patinated CORTEN steel, the Vulcanus Pro730 Chef will give you a lifetime of pleasure. The slow heat-release
lining of this amazing fire pit bbq grill improves the circulation of hot air. In turn, this gives thermal stability and reduces wood
consumption.

The 12mm thick cooktop offers a grilling surface of 73cm by 73cm. With kitchenware and wood storage as part of the base, the
Vulcanus Pro730 Chef is practical and beautiful. 

The square shape of the cooktop of the Vulcanus grill offers a larger grilling surface than a circular grill. Consequently, you have a
fire pit grill divided into two heat zones. Now you can grill and keep food warm at the same time. Cook for up to 50 people within
an hour!

A VERSATILE AND EASY TO USE FIRE PIT GRILL

The subtle groove in the cooktop forms a grease draining system resulting in the grease flowing to a hidden collection tray.

Concealed at the bottom of the grill is a simple ash emptying system which is surprisingly easy to access for ash removal. All you
have to do is remove the core at the bottom of the fire pit grill once the fire has died. Brush ash into the gap, and fill the ashtray
ready for removal.

If you want to cook on the direct flame, add the Vulcanus Pro730 multigrid. It will give you a central cooking grid, adjustable in two
positions with a pan adapter for delicious stir fry and curry dishes.

The Vulcanus Pro730 Chef is 91cm high with a base measuring 48cm by 48cm. We highly recommend using kiln dried logs as you
get the best cook using wood with less than 20% moisture content.

https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/bbq-grill/vulcanus-pro-730-multigrid/
mailto:sales.uk@schiedel.com
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The Vulcanus weighs 134kg, it requires two people to move it. We offer the Vulcanus Move and Set up Service where we unpack,
move and place the Vulcanus in the desired location, ready for you to use.

Visit our blog to find out why we think this is the best bbq grill ever!

https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/shop/bbq-grill/service/vulcanus-move-and-set-up-service/
https://www.maisonflair.co.uk/blog/possibly-the-best-wood-bbq-grill-ever/
mailto:sales.uk@schiedel.com

